2016 VDOT ASPHALT PAVING AWARDS
A NOT SO LONG TIME AGO
IN A COMMONWEALTH NOT FAR AWAY,

It was a period of intense paving as the industry was busy paving the roads. After working hard for the 2016 paving season, VDOT would like to recognize the best of the best VDOT Maintenance Paving Awards.

For the 2016 paving awards, The Candidates are:

- Bristol: W&L Paving on PM1B-961-F16,N501
- Salem: Adams Construction on PM2D-060-F16,P401
- Lynchburg: Adams Construction on PM3E-041-F16,N501
- Richmond: Colony Construction on PM4C-020-F16,P401
- Hampton Roads: Allan Myers on PM5P-091-F16,P401
- Fredericksburg: Superior Paving Corp. on PM6B-966-F16,P401
- Culpeper: Superior Paving Corp. on PM7F-967-F16,R501
- Northern Virginia: Virginia Paving Company on PM9F-029-F16,M501

After fighting it out during reviews and ratings, the industry was busy paving the roads. The top 3 finalists were named, and our story picks up.

And this is where our story picks up...
OUR 3 FINALISTS ARE:

Colony Construction – Richmond District

Superior Paving Corporation – Culpeper District

Virginia Paving Company – Northern Virginia District
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AND THE WINNER IS...
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And the nominees are…
Thank you to our candidates!
Who will win?
THE FINALISTS ARE:

1. SUPERIOR PAVING CORP.
2. BRANSCOME INCORPORATED
3. SUPERIOR PAVING CORP.
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AND THE WINNER IS
SUPERIOR PAVING

Fredericksburg District
Superior Representative: Tom Eckler
VDOT Representative: Lance Graham